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Using predictions based on environmental regularities is fundamental for adaptive behavior. While it is widely accepted that predictions
across different stimulus attributes (e.g., time and content) facilitate sensory processing, it is unknown whether predictions across these
attributes rely on the same neural mechanism. Here, to elucidate the neural mechanisms of predictions, we combine invasive electrophysiological recordings (human electrocorticography in 4 females and 2 males) with computational modeling while manipulating
predictions about content (“what”) and time (“when”). We found that “when” predictions increased evoked activity over motor and
prefrontal regions both at early (⬃180 ms) and late (430 – 450 ms) latencies. “What” predictability, however, increased evoked activity
only over prefrontal areas late in time (420 – 460 ms). Beyond these dissociable influences, we found that “what” and “when” predictability interactively modulated the amplitude of early (165 ms) evoked responses in the superior temporal gyrus. We modeled the
observed neural responses using biophysically realistic neural mass models, to better understand whether “what” and “when” predictions tap into similar or different neurophysiological mechanisms. Our modeling results suggest that “what” and “when” predictability
rely on complementary neural processes: “what” predictions increased short-term plasticity in auditory areas, whereas “when” predictability increased synaptic gain in motor areas. Thus, content and temporal predictions engage complementary neural mechanisms in
different regions, suggesting domain-specific prediction signaling along the cortical hierarchy. Encoding predictions through different
mechanisms may endow the brain with the flexibility to efficiently signal different sources of predictions, weight them by their reliability,
and allow for their encoding without mutual interference.
Key words: associative learning; biophysical modeling; electrocorticography; prediction; predictive coding

Significance Statement
Predictions of different stimulus features facilitate sensory processing. However, it is unclear whether predictions of different
attributes rely on similar or different neural mechanisms. By combining invasive electrophysiological recordings of cortical
activity with experimental manipulations of participants’ predictions about content and time of acoustic events, we found that the
two types of predictions had dissociable influences on cortical activity, both in terms of the regions involved and the timing of the
observed effects. Further, our biophysical modeling analysis suggests that predictability of content and time rely on complementary neural processes: short-term plasticity in auditory areas and synaptic gain in motor areas, respectively. This suggests that
predictions of different features are encoded with complementary neural mechanisms in different brain regions.
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Introduction

Table 1. Demographic data of the participants enrolled in the studya

A central aspect of brain operation is the extraction of regularities from the sensorium to form expectations about imminent
sensations, used to guide behavior (Friston, 2010). Predictive capacities are regarded as a general principle of brain function
(Knill and Pouget, 2004; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014), often
proposed to rest on domain-general mechanisms: that is, neuronal message passing in canonical microcircuits (Bastos et al.,
2012) along the cortical hierarchy (Kiebel et al., 2008). However,
expectations about upcoming stimuli can regard different environmental features: stimulus timing (Griffin et al., 2002), location (Chikkerur et al., 2010), or identity itself (Arnal and Giraud,
2012). Are all predictions implemented by the same neural mechanism? Separately encoding predictions regarding uncorrelated
aspects of the environment would entail functional specialization
(Zeki and Shipp, 1988; Friston and Buzsáki, 2016), with dissociable sources of predictability modulating neural activity
through different mechanisms (e.g., neurotransmitters and neuromodulators) (Schultz and Dickinson, 2000; Yu and Dayan,
2005; Baldeweg, 2007; Iglesias et al., 2013; Marshall et al., 2016),
possibly in distinct regions (Kanai et al., 2015; Friston and Buzsáki, 2016). A key advantage of encoding predictions through
complementary mechanisms is that uncorrelated, unequally reliable, or even opposing predictions from different domains can
be signaled without interference.
Evoked EEG/MEG responses have been shown to differ for
different kinds of predictions (Doherty et al., 2005; SanMiguel et
al., 2013; Lau and Nguyen, 2015), providing initial evidence for
their domain specificity. Here we independently manipulated
content-based (“what”) and time-based (“when”) predictions in
an audiovisual associative learning task to test mechanistic hypotheses of how predictions might be implemented at the level of
interactions between brain regions and neuronal populations.
We combine direct electrophysiological recordings from the cortex of epilepsy patients with extensively validated biophysical
models (Moran et al., 2011; Papadopoulou et al., 2015) to explain
the observed effects on evoked responses and thereby shed light
on the plausible neurophysiological mechanisms subserving
“what” and “when” predictions.
“What” predictability, often studied in associative learning
paradigms where paired stimuli form a fixed contingency (Jiang
et al., 2012; McGann, 2015; Schwiedrzik and Freiwald, 2017), has
been shown to induce anticipatory signals in low-level sensory
cortex (den Ouden et al., 2009; Turk-Browne et al., 2010; Luft et
al., 2015). Associative learning is thought to rely on synaptic plas-
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ticity mediated by activity-dependent (i.e., voltage-dependent)
NMDA signaling (Xia et al., 2005) and local disinhibition (Letzkus et al., 2015) of principal cells, consistent with a high concentration of voltage-sensitive NMDA receptors in superficial layers
targeted by descending connections (Rosier et al., 1993). Thus,
we hypothesized that “what” predictability of acoustic stimuli
might increase neural sensitivity in auditory regions due to
activity-dependent gain modulation, whereby the postsynaptic
responsiveness of principal cells is modulated by descending inputs from other regions, enabling short-term plasticity.
“When” predictability has also been linked to sensory gain
modulation (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Rohenkohl et al.,
2012). Converging evidence suggests that this modulation has
motor, rather than sensory, origins, especially in rhythmic contexts (Schubotz et al., 2000; Cravo et al., 2011; Morillon et al.,
2015). Dopaminergic manipulations affect timing and “when”
predictability, partly relying on the nigrostriatal motor pathway
(Coull et al., 2012; Narayanan et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013),
consistent with the dual-stream hypothesis and the involvement
of motor regions in the coding of sound sequences (Leaver et al.,
2009; Rauschecker, 2012; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al., 2015).
Because such classical neuromodulatory effects are not necessarily voltage-dependent (Formenti et al., 1998; Gorelova et al.,
2002), we hypothesized that “when” predictability might be mediated by activity-independent gain modulation (whereby the
gain of principal cells is not directly modulated by descending
cortical inputs, but regulated by putative classical neuromodulators, and thus prone to more distal and subcortical influences)
expressed in motor and/or sensory regions.
Thus, beyond showing regionally specific effects of “what”
and “when” predictability, we sought to dissociate activitydependent from activity-independent gain modulation using
biophysically realistic neural mass (dynamic causal) models.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Six individuals with pharmacologically intractable epilepsy
(4 female, 2 male; mean age, 30.5 years; age range, 24 –56 years; mean
number of years since epilepsy diagnosis, 11.5 years; range, 9 –22
years; all right-handed except for 1 left-handed patient; compare Table 1) participated in this study. Table 1 presents demographic data
for each participant. All patients had electrocorticographic (ECoG)
electrodes implanted as part of presurgical diagnosis of epilepsy. Data
collection was performed at the Comprehensive Epilepsy Center of New
York University Langone Health and was approved by the Institutional
Review Board at New York University Langone Health. All patients provided oral and written informed consent before participation in the
study, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
ECoG recordings. All patients had 8 ⫻ 8 grids of subdural platinumiridium electrodes embedded in Silastic sheets (2.3-mm-diameter
contacts, Ad-Tech Medical Instruments) with a minimum 10 mm
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Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and behavioral results. A, In each trial, participants categorized auditory syllables, which could be predictable or unpredictable with respect to their content
(“what”) and onset (“when”). Each trial contained a dummy image (D), followed by a scene image (S), face image (F), and a target syllable (T), followed by a response (Resp). “What” predictability
was manipulated as the probability of specific stimuli being presented, given previous stimuli. “When” predictability was manipulated by fixing or jittering the interstimulus intervals (ISI) between
each two stimuli. B, Analysis of RTs revealed that participants were faster in categorizing syllables when their contents were predictable. Additionally, under “what” predictability, syllables with
predictable temporal onsets were categorized faster than those with unpredictable onsets.

center-to-center distance implanted over the temporal/frontal cortices (1
in right hemisphere, 5 in left hemisphere), with additional linear strips of
electrodes (1 ⫻ 8/12 contacts), or depth electrodes (1 ⫻ 8/12 contacts),
or combinations thereof. Recordings from grid, strip, and depth electrode arrays were made using a Nicolet ONE clinical amplifier (Natus),
bandpass filtered from 0.5 to 250 Hz, and digitized at 512 Hz. Signals
were online referenced to a screw bolted to the skull and commonaverage rereferenced offline. The analysis presented below focused only
on grid electrodes (see Fig. 2A). The number of electrodes recorded in
each patient’s grid varied between 31 and 58 electrodes (mean, 40 electrodes). Electrode localization followed previously described procedures
(Yang et al., 2012). In brief, for each patient, we obtained preoperative
and postoperative T1-weighted MRIs, which were coregistered with each
other and normalized to an MNI-152 template, allowing the extraction of
the electrode location in MNI space. Electrode labels were assigned using
FreeSurfer cortical parcellation (RRID:SCR_001847) (Fischl et al., 2004)
based on the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al., 2006).
Experimental design and statistical analysis. The behavioral paradigm
(Fig. 1A) was based on a 2 ⫻ 2 factorial design with factors “when”
predictability and “what” predictability, resulting in 4 different conditions presented in separate runs. Each run consisted of 96 trials. A fixation cross shown for a variable duration of 1.5–2 s marked the beginning
of the trial. The fixation cross was followed by a dummy image (composed of grayscale random horizontal and vertical lines) that marked the
beginning of the sequence followed by a picture of a scene, a picture of a
face, and an auditory syllable. Each image was presented for 210 ms. The
order of stimulus types was fixed, but different stimulus exemplars were
presented across trials, selected from 4 different scene images, 8 different
face images, and 2 different syllables (“PA” and “GA”). Participants were
instructed to categorize the last syllable (“PA” or “GA”) with a speeded
button press using the index and middle fingers of the right hand. Syllables were produced by a male speaker and recorded in-house. For the
experiment, they were played with speakers at 70 dB or levels comfortable
for the patient and controlled by Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems). Visual stimuli were displayed foveally on a laptop placed at the
bedside (⬃70 cm distance). Visual stimulation was included in the current paradigm because a subset of patients in the larger participant pool
had additional electrode grids implanted over their occipital regions;

these data will be analyzed and reported separately. A key feature of our
cross-modal design is that it allows us to test for the effect of predictability in the baseline, without any confound from preceding stimuli. In
particular, for the analysis reported here, it is possible to study responses
in auditory cortex independently from the activity elicited by the predictor stimulus, in this case the face. This is important because stimulus
effects persist for a substantial amount of time and thus can depend on
responses to the previous stimuli (e.g., via adaptation effects).
Temporal (“when”) predictability was manipulated using regular or
random temporal intervals between the stimuli, respectively. In the temporally predictable conditions, we presented four stimuli in a sequence
with a fixed stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) at 1 s between each two
stimuli. In the temporally unpredictable conditions, the SOA for each
two stimuli in the sequence varied from 0.5 s to 1.5 s (i.e., with a mean
SOA of 1 s but with a random jitter ⫾ 0 – 0.5 s), in line with previous
manipulations of temporal predictability (e.g., Besle et al., 2011; Cravo et
al., 2013; Morillon et al., 2016).
Content (“what”) predictability was manipulated using contingencies
between individual stimuli. In the content-predictable condition, there
was a nonarbitrary semantic relationship between the content of the
scene image and the content of the face image. For instance, an image of
the White House predicted with 100% probability that the face image
would be an American president (Barack Obama or George W. Bush)
with 50% presentation of each individual image. Each face image in turn
was associated with a 75% presentation probability of one syllable over
the other. Supramodal serial cueing was used because, in a subset of
patients, the grid and/or strip electrodes extended into the occipital regions; these data will be reported separately. The stimulus–stimulus contingencies were fixed for each participant throughout the experiment. In
the content-unpredictable condition, the presentation of each stimulus
was equiprobable and no stimulus–stimulus contingencies were defined.
Four different scene images and eight different face images were used per
condition, respectively.
The four conditions were tested in separate runs after participants had
completed a practice session of the completely predictable condition.
The practice session served to instruct the participants and help them
learn the “when” and “what” associations between the different stimuli.
No explicit instructions regarding stimulus predictability were given in
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Figure 2. ECoG analysis. A, Location of ECoG grid electrodes per participant. B, Analysis pipeline. Single-trial data were converted from electrode ⫻ time into grid ⫻ time images and entered
into a general linear model (GLM) coding for condition (in a 2 ⫻ 2 design with factors “what” and “when” predictability), single-trial RT, and participant. Group-level contrasts were designed to
obtain statistical parametric maps (grid ⫻ time; here only plotted for one time point).

this block or in the four subsequent blocks in which predictability was
manipulated. It is worth noting that the task was simply to categorize
syllables; thus, participants did not need to rely on preceding images to
solve the task correctly, but doing so would be optimal. In total, patients
completed five blocks (1 practice and 4 experimental sessions) of 96
trials, each lasting just ⬍10 min. In total, with short breaks between the
blocks, the entire experiment lasted ⬃1 h.
Single-trial reaction time (RT) data were analyzed using mixed-effects
modeling with fixed factors “what” predictability and “when” predictability, and a mixed factor participant (Fig. 2B). Trials with no button
press within the first 2000 ms after syllable onset were discarded from
further analysis (⬍1% of all trials). RTs were log-transformed before
analysis to correct for the skewness of their distribution. Accuracy data
were analyzed in a binomial logistic regression (dependent variable: hit/
miss) with predictors: “when” predictability, “when” predictability, and
subject. Additionally, we analyzed the effect of “what” prediction validity
(i.e., the difference between the 75% of the tones that could be correctly
predicted and the 25% of the tones that were mispredicted) in the
“what”-predictable conditions in another binomial logistic regression
(dependent variable: hit/miss) with predictors: “when” predictability,
validity, and subject.
Electrophysiological data analysis was performed in SPM12 (Wellcome
Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University College London; RRID:
SCR_007037) for MATLAB (The MathWorks; RRID:SCR_001622) and
using custom MATLAB code. Continuous signals were low-pass filtered
at 240 Hz and notch-filtered at 58 – 62 Hz and harmonics using zerophase Butterworth filters. Data were then downsampled to 200 Hz to
speed up calculation time in the statistical parametric mapping analysis.
Continuous data were epoched into segments from 100 ms before
auditory syllable onset to 500 ms after syllable onset. Epochs were
baseline-corrected to the prestimulus period (⫺100 – 0 ms relative to
syllable onset). For the “what”-predictable conditions (independent of
their “when” predictability), we restricted analyses to those trials containing valid prediction (75% of the trials). To maintain the same
proportion of trials across all conditions, in the respective contentunpredictable conditions, we selected a random subset of 75% trials. To
reject trials contaminated by artifacts and ictal activity, a channel with the
maximum amplitude of the auditory evoked response (averaged across
trials) was selected per participant (see Fig. 3D). In all participants, these
electrodes were implanted over, or adjacent to, the superior temporal
gyrus (STG). Given the high signal-to-noise ratio of auditory evoked
responses, these electrodes were used to reject trials in which no (stereotypical) auditory evoked response was observed. Operationally, single
trials with both auditory evoked extrema at latencies ⫾1 SD outside of
the average latency were discarded from further analyses. By adopting
this criterion, we rejected trials in which the auditory evoked response
had, on average, its maximum (minimum) peak at least 154.1 ms (103.1
ms) earlier or later than the mean peaks for the given participant. The

remaining artifacts were rejected upon a visual inspection of single trials.
On average, 12.5% (SD 7.03%) trials were rejected per participant and
condition.
In the analysis of evoked responses (see Fig. 3B), rather than testing for
the effects of “what” and “when” predictability on signals acquired from
single electrodes, we created 2D maps of stimulus-evoked ECoG amplitude by projecting the 3D MNI coordinates of the electrode grid onto the
sagittal plane and converting them into images of 32 ⫻ 32 pixels (removing the laterality of grid location). For group-level inference, single-trial
data were entered into a factorial design with participant as a fixed effect,
and “when” predictability and “what” predictability as random effects.
Group-level statistical parametric maps were thresholded at a familywise error (FWE)-corrected p ⫽ 0.05 (peak-level) (Kilner et al., 2005),
thereby implementing a correction for multiple comparisons while taking into account the spatiotemporal smoothness of these data features. In
an additional post hoc analysis, we tested for the effects of “what” prediction validity (i.e., the difference between the 75% of the tones that could
be correctly predicted and the 25% of the tones that were mispredicted)
in another factorial design with participant as a fixed factor, and “when”
predictability and validity as random factors.
Dynamic causal modeling (DCM). DCM for evoked responses (Pinotsis et al., 2012) was used to model the effects of “when” and “what”
predictability on the amplitude and dynamics of the evoked response in
terms of the underlying neurophysiology. DCM enables the fitting of
observed neural responses using biologically realistic mean-field models
of coupled dynamical systems, and the modeling of differences between
experimental conditions in terms of specific model parameters. Here
(robust-averaged) single-subject evoked responses were modeled in a
network of three interacting cortical sources, corresponding to three
subdural electrodes, chosen on the basis of the significant main and
interaction effects of “what” and “when” predictability at the singlesubject level, as described in Results (see also Fig. 3 E, F ). Specifically, per
participant, we chose electrodes lying closest to the spatial coordinates of
the group-level significant effect peaks. To obtain a coherent model space
for our participant sample, we only included regions consistently identified as sensitive to at least one experimental manipulation at the group
level. Selecting different regions per participant would have made it unfeasible to integrate the results across single participants’ datasets. Because the aim of applying DCM to explain the observed effects was to
infer the putative physiological mechanisms mediating our experimental
manipulations (i.e., “what” and “when” predictability), we used evoked
responses averaged over trials, which increases the signal-to-noise ratio
and ensures that the models can be efficiently fitted to the data. Each
cortical source was modeled with a canonical microcircuit (Bastos et al.,
2012; Pinotsis et al., 2012) comprising four neural populations: pyramidal cells in supragranular and infragranular layers, spiny stellate cells, and
inhibitory interneurons (see Fig. 4B). The dynamics at each source were
modeled with the following coupled differential equations:
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V̇ SS ⫽ I SS

(1)

İ SS ⫽  SS 共 A F  共 V SP 兲 ⫺ ␥ SS¡SS  共 V SS 兲 ⫺ ␥ SP¡SS  共 V SP 兲
⫺ ␥ II¡SS  共 V II 兲 E 共 x 兲兲 ⫺ 2  SS V SS ⫺  2SS I SS
V̇ II ⫽ I II

(2)
(3)

İ II ⫽  II 共 ⫺ A B  共 V DP 兲 ⫹ ␥ SS¡II  共 V SS 兲 ⫹ ␥ DP¡II  共 V DP 兲
⫺ ␥ II¡II  共 V II 兲兲 ⫺ 2  II V II ⫺  II2 I II

(4)

V̇ SP ⫽ I SP

(5)

İ SP ⫽  SP 共 ⫺ A B  共 V DP 兲 ⫹ ␥ SS¡SP  共 V SS 兲 ⫺ ␥ SP¡SP  共 V SP 兲兲
2
⫺ 2  SP V SP ⫺  SP
I SP

V̇ DP ⫽ I DP

(6)
(7)

İ DP ⫽  DP 共 A F  共 V SP 兲 ⫺ ␥ DP¡DP  共 V DP 兲 ⫺ ␥ II¡DP  共 V II 兲兲 ⫺ 2  DP V DP
2
⫺  DP
I DP

␥˙ SP¡SP ⫽ ␥ SP¡SP M  共 V DP 兲

(8)
(9)

Here, neuronal populations are denoted by subscripts (SS, Spiny stellate
cells; II, inhibitory interneurons; SP, superficial pyramidal cells; DP, deep
pyramidal cells). Vm and Im denote the voltage and current, respectively,
of each population m, characterized by a synaptic rate constant m. A
sigmoid operator  transforms the postsynaptic potential into firing rate.
Forward and backward (extrinsic) connections between regions are denoted by AF and AB, and the (intrinsic) connections from population m
to n within a region are denoted by ␥m¡n. Spiny stellate cells are assumed
to receive inputs E(x). Equations 1– 8 describe the dynamics of voltage
and current in all four neuronal populations. In each population, the
change in voltage depends on the current, whereas the change in current
is a nonlinear function of voltage. For instance, the change in current of
the superficial pyramidal cells (Eq. 6) depends on the depolarization of
deep pyramidal cells in hierarchically higher regions, weighted by the
strength of the descending connections from those regions; the depolarization of spiny stellate cells, weighted by the strength of the intrinsic
connection between the two populations; and the voltage of superficial
pyramidal cells themselves, weighted by their self-inhibitory intrinsic
connections. Additionally, Equation 9 models activity-dependent modulation of the gain of superficial pyramidal cells. Per cortical region included
in the model, the observation model mapped the estimated time-series of
source-level time-series (a linear weighting of deep and superficial pyramidal cell activity) onto the observed sensor-level data, as in previous
DCM work using ECoG (Pinotsis et al., 2012; Phillips et al., 2016). This
model has been used in several other DCM studies of evoked responses
(Brown and Friston, 2012; Moran et al., 2013; Auksztulewicz and Friston,
2015), and neurophysiological inference using DCM has been validated
in animal models (Moran et al., 2011) and invasive recordings in humans
(Papadopoulou et al., 2015).
The DCM analysis aims to disambiguate between alternative hypotheses regarding the mechanisms underlying “when” and “what” predictability. Thus, alternative models were designed, each allowing for a
different subset of connections to be modulated by “when” and/or
“what” predictability. Specifically, we asked whether the synaptic gain in
any of three cortical sources (i.e., sensory, motor or frontal cortex [FC])
or any combination thereof needed to be modulated by “when” and/or
“what” predictability to best explain the observed evoked responses. Furthermore, two candidate mechanisms were compared against each other:
(1) the gain modulation is activity-independent, due to putative classical
neuromodulatory (e.g., dopaminergic) effects (M ⫽ 0 in Eq. 9); and (2)
the gain modulation is activity-dependent, due to putative NMDAmediated short-term plasticity (M ⫽ 0 in Eq. 9; compare Fig. 4A). In the
context of this DCM, activity-dependent changes in synaptic connectivity are modeled by intrinsic (self-inhibitory) connections that are a sigmoid function of neuronal activity (here, of the population in question).

Thus, activity-dependent gain modulation is scaled by neuronal inputs
from other regions. Activity-independent gain modulation, on the other
hand, translates into disinhibition of a given region without additional
weighting of the strength of this disinhibition by inputs from other regions. We focused on those three cortical regions, given the often conflicting evidence for the effects of predictability at the level of sensory
(Griffin et al., 2002; den Ouden et al., 2009; Alink et al., 2010; TurkBrowne et al., 2010; Arnal and Giraud, 2012; Lakatos et al., 2013; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014; Luft et al., 2015), motor (Morillon et al.,
2015), and FC, including the inferior and middle frontal gyri (den Ouden
et al., 2009; Turk-Browne et al., 2010; Coull et al., 2011); and also because
our electrophysiological results showed modulations of those areas as a
function of “what” and “when” predictions, a prerequisite for DCM.
The resulting model space allowed us to infer which of the distinct
neural mechanisms subserve “what” and “when” predictability, respectively (Coull et al., 2011, 2012; Narayanan et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013).
Because we tested for orthogonal effects of “when” and “what” predictability, the model space (see Fig. 4A) comprised 208 alternative models
(8 ⫻ 8 models with all combinations of activity-independent gain
modulation by two factors at all three sources, 8 ⫻ 8 models with all
combinations of activity-dependent gain modulation in STG and
activity-independent gain modulation in the remaining regions, 8 ⫻ 8
models with all combinations of activity-dependent gain modulation in
precentral gyrus (PG) and activity-independent gain modulation in the
remaining regions, and 8 ⫻ 8 models with all combinations of activitydependent gain modulation in FC and activity-independent gain modulation in the remaining regions, minus 48 duplicate models). In all
models, extrinsic connections (between regions) could be modulated by
both experimental factors (predictability of “what” and “when”).
The three-source models were fitted to the poststimulus window (0 –
500 ms relative to syllable onset) per participant. Dynamic causal models
are generative models: that is, they can generate simulated sensor-level
data given model parameters, such as connection strengths, gain parameters, and time constants. By fitting these models to the observed sensorlevel data (i.e., inverting the models), one can estimate posterior model
parameters, which can reproduce the observed data as closely as possible.
Each model was fitted to the observed data using a variational Bayes
scheme (variational class), an iterative model inversion procedure akin
to the expectation-maximization algorithm, to obtain the free-energy
approximation to its log-evidence (Friston et al., 2007) and the posterior
parameter estimates (together with their posterior covariance). The freeenergy approximation provides a lower bound on model evidence and is
expressed as a sum of accuracy and complexity (i.e., models are scored as
having higher evidence when they accurately fit the data but are penalized
for model complexity). To account for uncertainty about posterior parameters inherent in performing Bayesian model selection across a large
number of similar models, we used random-effects Bayesian model averaging (BMA) (Penny et al., 2010). BMA uses the entire model space
within a family of models (in our case, all models) by assigning a weight
to the parameters of each model according to the model’s log evidence.
Thus, it optimally uses all available information, weighting across models
according to their reliability; additionally, it has the advantage of accommodating uncertainty over models when no single model is clearly winning. Parameters were only considered significant when differing from
baseline with ⬎99.9% posterior probability (based on their posterior
variance estimated during model inversion). It is worth noting that only
a subset of parameters were significantly different from baseline; this
means that the optimized model did not correspond to either the most
parsimonious or most complex model, and thus the model average likely
represents models characterized by an optimal combination of accuracy
and complexity, given our dataset. Posterior parameter estimates are
reported on a logarithmic scale: positive (negative) parameter estimates
correspond to increasing (decreasing) connectivity or gain relative to
baseline. To convert the reported values into percentage modulation,
posterior parameter estimates need to be exponentiated (e.g., the posterior mean of activity-dependent STG gain modulation by “what” predictability 0.1325 corresponds to exp(0.1325) ⫽ 114.17% of the
baseline). Thus, STG gain under “what” predictability is 14.17% stronger
than under no predictability. In participants whose individual neuronal
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responses did not show robust modulations by “what” or “when” predictability, null models could be chosen as best describing the data. Finally, to quantify the differential effects of specific parameters (e.g.,
activity-dependent vs activity-independent gain), we performed a contribution analysis of single parameters on simulated source-space responses. Specifically, we used the posterior parameter estimates of the
optimized model and assessed how changes in a single parameter would
translate into changes in source activity in each region (see Fig. 5B).
These sensitivity profiles illustrate that different parameters explain the
variance of evoked responses at different latencies and in different
regions.

Results
Behavioral results
We obtained direct recordings of brain activity with electrodes
implanted on the cortical surface of 6 patients undergoing presurgical diagnosis of medication-resistant epilepsy, while they
performed an audiovisual associative learning task in which
“what” and “when” predictions were independently manipulated. We first investigated whether predicting the content and/or
the timing at which the stimulus would be presented leads to
changes in RT in a syllable categorization task. Mixed-effect modeling of the RT data (fixed effects: “what” and “when” predictability; random effect: participant) revealed that predicting the
content of the stimulus (“what predictions”) speeded syllable
categorization by 38 ms on average (Fig. 1B; main effect of “what”
predictions: F(1,1857) ⫽ 16.42, p ⫽ 0.009). In contrast, predicting
the onset of a stimulus (“when” predictions) did not alter RT for
syllable categorization (no main effect of “when” predictions:
F(1,1857) ⫽ 2.07, p ⫽ 0.209). “When” predictions, however,
speeded syllable categorization by 18 ms on average if “what”
predictions were also established (interaction effect, F(1,1857) ⫽
5.44, p ⫽ 0.019; post hoc “when”: F(1,802) ⫽ 6.43, p ⫽ 0.011). This
effect disappeared if “what” predictions could not be established
(“when”: F(1,1050) ⫽ 0.07, p ⫽ 0.784). Thus, predicting the timing
and the content of upcoming stimuli leads to faster syllable categorization than just anticipating the content of syllables alone
(Fig. 1B).
Further evidence for the effect of content predictions in behavior was obtained by investigating the effect of validity on RT.
Participants categorized syllables on average 57 ms faster in trials
in which the content prediction was valid than when the content
prediction was invalid (mixed-level modeling with “when” predictability and validity as fixed effects, and participant as a random effect: F(1,1071) ⫽ 8.96; p ⫽ 0.029). We also investigated
whether the validity of content predictions affected accuracy.
A binomial logistic regression on responses in the “what”predictable condition (predictors: “when” predictability, validity, and subject; dependent variable: hit/miss) revealed a
significant effect of validity on response accuracy ( p ⬍ 0.001;
mean accuracy 94.79% and 85.75% for valid and invalid syllables,
respectively). The main effects of “what” and “when” predictability on accuracy were not significant, likely due to ceiling-level
performance because syllables were easily perceivable. Together,
participants optimally adjusted their behavior such that responses
speeded up when syllable categorization could be anticipated based
on the availability of “what” and “when” predictions; and RTs were
slowed down and accuracy was lower when content predictions were violated.
Evoked neural responses
For each participant, we analyzed the auditory evoked response
amplitude at grid electrodes implanted over temporal, frontal,
and parietal lobes. Evoked (low-frequency) intracranial re-
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sponses provide information about neural activity that is dissociable from higher-frequency responses (Lindén et al., 2011;
Lachaux et al., 2012). We focused on the evoked responses as we
aimed to use biophysically realistic computational models to
shed light onto the underlying physiology of those responses.
These models, however, have currently only been extensively
validated for evoked responses (Brown and Friston, 2012; e.g.,
Moran et al., 2013; Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2015), and a comparison of identical generative models of evoked ECoG signals
and MEG data yielded convergent results (Phillips et al., 2016),
thus allowing our results to connect to previous studies on
evoked EEG/MEG investigating predictions (Doherty et al., 2005;
SanMiguel et al., 2013; Lau and Nguyen, 2015). Biophysically
realistic models of non–stationary-induced responses, such as
high-frequency gamma responses, do exist; however, they have
only been validated at time scales much longer than those used in
our paradigm (Papadopoulou et al., 2015).
First, we investigated whether “what” and “when” predictions
affect the amplitude of evoked responses, aiming to identify the
cortical locus and latency of predictability effects. We compared
the evoked response between “what” and “when” conditions in a
factorial design across the entire time course (100 ms prestimulus
to 500 ms poststimulus) and all electrodes (projected onto 2D
maps; see Materials and Methods) by means of statistical parametric mapping, followed by correction for multiple comparisons. At earlier (165 ms) latencies, we observed an interaction
between “what” and “when” predictability over the posterior
STG (Fig. 3 A, E). Thus, the STG was sensitive to the combination
of “what” and “when” predictability. Furthermore, we found that
“when” predictions selectively increased the amplitude of the
evoked response over the PG, the supramarginal gyrus, and the
rostral middle frontal gyrus (Fig. 3C,E; for test statistics, see Table
2) both at early (⬃180 ms) and late (430 – 450 ms) latencies.
“What” predictability, however, increased evoked amplitudes
over inferior and middle frontal gyri only at late latencies (420 –
460 ms) (Fig. 3B). These significant main or interaction effects of
“what” and “when” predictability were identified in every participant; albeit, results showed some spatial heterogeneity characteristic of intracranial data (Boatman et al., 2005; Nourski et al.,
2014).
“What” predictability effects emerged relatively late (after 400
ms), close to the mean RTs, raising the possibility that motor
preparation might explain the previous results. To directly evaluate this possibility, we performed a control analysis on the
evoked responses in which we included an additional regressor in
the GLM, coding for log RT at the single-trial level. Critically, the
addition of this regressor (with one value per trial) did not change
any of the previously identified spatiotemporal clusters of significant effects of “what” and/or “when” predictability (thresholded
at p ⬍ 0.005, peak level; corrected for multiple comparisons at
FWE ⬍ 0.05, cluster level, Fig. 3 E, F ), suggesting that motor
preparation does not explain our results.
We also addressed the possibility that our results could reflect
differences in hazard rates across conditions, especially for “when”
predictions, as previous studies have shown that the probability
of an event occurring at a particular time point modulates both
the baseline and evoked activity locked to this event (Cravo et al.,
2011; Mento et al., 2015). To that end, we included a second
regressor coding for foreperiod duration: that is, the trial-by-trial
SOA between visual (face) stimulus and the auditory target stimulus. Including this regressor did not qualitatively change the
effects of “what” and “when” predictability. Indeed, no significant clusters of evoked amplitudes modulated by foreperiod were
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Figure 3. Group-level main and interaction effects of “what” and “when” predictability. Plots represent single participants’ (color-coded) electrodes (gray dots indicate all recording sites)
adjacent to the peak group effects (used in subsequent analyses), significant at the FWE-corrected peak-level threshold p ⬍ 0.05. A, The amplitude of the auditory evoked response in STG showed
an interaction effect of “what” and “when” peaking at 165 ms after stimulus. Colored dots indicate individual subjects. B, “What” predictability increased evoked amplitudes at frontal electrodes in
two clusters peaking at 420 and 460 ms. C, “When” predictability increased evoked amplitudes over the supramarginal gyrus and motor regions in two clusters peaking at 180 –310 ms and 430 – 450
ms, and at frontal electrodes (over the middle frontal gyrus) peaking at 330 ms. D, Location of electrodes with strongest auditory evoked responses (see Materials and Methods). E, F, Significant
effects of “what” and/or “when” predictability while controlling for reaction speed. Rows represent individual spatiotemporal clusters with significant main or interaction effects of “what” and/or
“when” predictability. Left column represents individual evoked responses. Green represents “what” predictable. Red represents “what” unpredictable. Solid line indicates “when” predictable.
Dashed line indicates “when” unpredictable. Gray line indicates effect significant at FWE ⬍ 0.05. Middle columns represent t statistic time course. Bold represents significant at FWE ⬍ 0.05. Right
columns represent topography of the effect. Color shading represents T statistic. Black dots indicate individual selected electrodes. Panel labels represent the location of the significant cluster. SMG,
Supramarginal gyrus. G, Significant effects of “what” prediction validity while controlling for reaction speed. Legend as above. Blue lines in the left columns indicate invalid “what” predictions.
Table 2. Summary statistics of the evoked response analysisa
Contrast

Location

Latency (ms poststimulus)

pFWE cluster level

F peak level

z peak level

“What” predictable versus unpredictable

Middle frontal gyrus
Inferior frontal gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus

420
460
180
310
330
450
430
165
360 – 400
380 –385
480

0.017
0.017
⬍0.001
0.004
0.017
0.009
0.012
0.001
0.001
0.006
0.027

24.57
23.33
26.85
26.25
24.82
24.73
23.76
34.37
43.64
30.00
23.05

4.80
4.67
5.03
4.97
4.82
4.81
4.71
5.71
6.42
5.31
4.63

“When” predictable versus unpredictable

Rostral middle frontal gyrus
Precentral gyrus
“What” ⫻ “When” interaction
“What” valid versus invalid

Superior temporal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus

”What” and “when” predictability was treated as factors in a flexible factorial ANOVA over single-trial evoked responses. Data show all significant clusters (corrected at a peak-level pFWE ⬍ 0.05).

a

observed (thresholded at p ⬍ 0.005, peak-level; corrected for
multiple comparisons at FWE ⬍ 0.05, cluster-level).
In an additional post hoc analysis, we tested for the effects of
“what” prediction validity, corresponding to the effects of con-

tent predictions identified in the analysis of behavioral accuracy
and RT. Given the significant effects on behavior, we have included a regressor coding for log RT, as above. This analysis
revealed two clusters of activity: in the FC and supramarginal
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Figure 4. DCM: methods. A, Model space. The factorially designed model space allowed disambiguation of hierarchical neuromodulatory effects of “what” and “when” predictability. Alternative
models allowed for recurrent connections (self-inhibition) in different neuronal populations (modeling their gain) to be modulated by “what” and/or “when” predictability. Gain was modulated
either in an activity-dependent or activity-independent manner. B, Each source was modeled using four neuronal populations (SP, Superficial pyramidal cells; DP, deep pyramidal cells; SS, spiny
stellate cells; II, inhibitory interneurons) forming a canonical microcircuit. Ascending connections mediate bottom-up flow of auditory activity, whereas descending connections mediate top-down
influences of higher regions.

gyrus (Fig. 3G; for test statistics, see Table 2), where mispredicted
tones (following invalid cues) were associated with a higher
ECoG amplitude than tones that could be correctly predicted
(following valid cues). No significant interaction effect between
“what” validity and “when” predictability has been observed.
However, given a low number of trials in the “what”-invalid condition (14.85 trials on average, after artifact rejection; SD ⫽ 3.88
trials), the lack of significant effects might be due to a lower
statistical power than in the main analysis of “what” and “when”
predictability. For the same reasons, we chose not to model the
event-related potentials corresponding to tones following valid
and invalid “what” predictions using subsequent DCM, focusing
instead on the primary research questions regarding the mechanisms of “what” and “when” predictability.
Predictability effects have also been observed in anticipation
of the onset of predictable events (Volosin et al., 2016). Thus, to
test whether predictability affects the evoked responses in the
prestimulus period, we repeated the analyses with an extended
time window, ranging from 250 ms before to 500 ms after syllable
onset. To identify prestimulus effects, instead of using the 100 ms
baseline period immediately preceding the tone onset, we baselinecorrected the data relative to the 100 ms period preceding the
onset of a trial (i.e., the dummy image). No significant clusters of
main or interaction effects were found in the prestimulus period,
even at a liberal threshold p ⬍ 0.05 (after correcting at a clusterlevel pFWE ⬍ 0.05), suggesting that baseline activity in our data
was not modulated by “what” or “when” predictability.

DCM
So far, we found that predictability affects evoked responses, and
that “what” and “when” predictions arise in partially nonoverlapping brain networks and at different latencies. To better understand the neurophysiological mechanism by which “what”
and “when” predictions alter neural activity, we applied DCM to
the evoked responses in each participant. DCM rests upon significant physiological effects to model their underlying activity, and
reproduces observed electrophysiological signals using a forward
or generative model using biophysically realistic neuronal architecture (here: neural mass models with each source modeled as a
canonical microcircuit; Fig. 4B), and Bayesian statistics. A major
advantage of DCM is that it allows inferences regarding putative
neuronal mechanisms (i.e., effective connectivity and gain modulation from observed electrophysiological responses), as validated in previous studies (e.g., Garrido et al., 2007; Moran et al.,
2011; Papadopoulou et al., 2015; Phillips et al., 2016) (for more
details, see Materials and Methods).
For modeling analyses, we selected electrodes in regions identified at the group level, focusing on the most robust effects: that
is, STG, PG, and FC (including inferior and middle frontal gyri),
respectively (Fig. 4). The STG region was selected based on the
significant interaction effect of “what” and “when” predictability
at the group level. The PG region incorporated the early and late
effects of “when” predictability found both in the PG per se and in
the supramarginal gyrus (with the two clusters overlapping in
most participants; Fig. 3F ). Similarly, the FC region incorporated
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the late effects of both “what” and “when” predictability in inferior and middle frontal gyri (overlapping in most participants).
Thus, in all three regions modeled by the DCM, the evoked responses were significantly modulated by “what” and/or “when”
predictability, which allowed us to obtain a coherent model space
for the entire participant sample. We performed subsequent
modeling steps on data from individual participants to account
for intersubject variability.
We evaluated and compared several alternative models to explain cortical responses to auditory stimuli and their modulation
by predictions using a Bayesian approach (see Materials and
Methods). Our model space (Fig. 4A) allowed disambiguation of
hierarchical neuromodulatory effects of “what” and “when” predictability in a factorial fashion. Specifically, models allowed for
gain in different regions (modeled as recurrent self-inhibitory
connections of their superficial pyramidal populations) to be independently modulated by “what” and/or “when” predictability.
Furthermore, gain could occur either in an activity-independent
manner (modeling classical neuromodulatory, e.g., dopaminergic effects) or in an activity-dependent manner (modeling
NMDA-mediated short-term plasticity). By virtue of its factorial
design, the model space included null models in which different
subsets of connections were fixed without allowing “what”
and/or “when” predictability to modulate their strength. This
way, we could arbitrate among different neural mechanisms: that
is, top-down-dependent (NMDA-mediated) plasticity, and classical, unspecific, neuromodulatory gain control, mediating predictability of different stimulus attributes (Coull et al., 2011,
2012; Narayanan et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013). Instead of selecting a single winning model, we used random-effects BMA
(compare Penny et al., 2010) (see Materials and Methods) to infer
the posterior parameters explaining the observed neural effects.
BMA uses the entire model space by assigning a weight to the
parameters of each model according to its log model evidence.
Parameters were considered significant when different from
baseline with ⬎99.9% posterior probability.
We found that the electrophysiological profile of responses for
“what” and “when” predictions were best explained by distinct
changes in gain (Fig. 5A; Table 3): “what” predictability was best
explained by increases in gain in an activity-dependent manner in
STG (reflecting putative short-term plasticity). In contrast,
“when” predictability appeared to augment gain in an activityindependent manner (reflective putative classical neuromodulation) in motor areas and in sensory areas (STG). The distinct
effects of activity-dependent and activity-independent gain modulation on simulated evoked responses are shown in Figure 5B.
These simulations suggest that the effects of activity-dependent
STG gain modulation are visible in all three regions in the network (i.e., STG, PG, and FC), whereas the effects of activityindependent gain modulation are more local and largely
constrained to the region whose gain is being modulated. The
network-wide effect of activity-dependent STG gain modulation
can be explained by a positive feedback mechanism, whereby a
small initial increase in gain weighted by inputs from higher regions increases the efferent output to these regions and subsequent descending input. This process may further amplify the
activity-dependent gain modulation. Because the descending inputs are both modulatory (increasing the gain) and inhibitory
(Fig. 4B), the STG itself might not be as sensitive to activitydependent gain modulation as the areas downstream. Activityindependent gain modulation, on the other hand, appears to
primarily affect the output of the source region. The secondary
effects on other regions are weaker, appear later in time, and are

overall better explained by modulations in specific connections
between regions (see below). Together, this result suggests that,
whereas both “what” and “when” predictability modulates neural gain, they engage qualitatively distinct neurophysiological
mechanisms (i.e., activity-dependent vs activity-independent
gain operating across different cortical regions).
We also investigated whether effective connectivity between
areas is modulated through similar or different mechanisms for
“what” and “when” predictions. The DCM revealed that the effects of “what” and “when” predictions on the connections between regions were also dissociable: inputs from the STG had
more influence on FC activity following stimuli with unpredictable content (“what” predictions). In contrast, inputs from the
STG had more influence on PG activity following stimuli with
unpredictable onset (“when” predictions). Also, “what” predictions increased the effective connectivity between sensory and
precentral regions. Simulations of the network-wide effects of
modulating connections between regions indicated that they
have a high degree of regional specificity and primarily affect
activity in the target regions (Fig. 5B). Model fits showed good
correspondence of observed and simulated data for peak amplitudes and latencies in addition to condition-specific effects (Fig.
5C). The optimized models explained on average 92.5% (SD
6.6%) of single subjects’ variance in ECoG data across cortical
regions and experimental conditions.

Discussion
The goal of our study was to establish whether predictability of
independent aspects of the environment (i.e., the contents and
timing of auditory stimuli) is mediated by shared or dissociable
neural mechanisms. Our results demonstrate that predictions
had a sizable impact on behavior: “what” predictability of syllables led to shorter RTs in the syllable categorization task. Additionally, “when” predictability speeded up categorization of
syllables when their contents were predictable (Fig. 1). This modulatory behavioral effect of temporal predictability is consistent
with previous findings indicating that temporal predictability
more likely influences behavior when combined with other
sources of predictability (e.g., with spatial orienting) (Rohenkohl
et al., 2014; but see Lau and Nguyen, 2015) or predictable spectral
content of acoustic stimulation (Hsu et al., 2013).
At the neuronal level, “what” and “when” predictability had
both interactive and dissociable effects. At relatively early latencies (165 ms), “what” and “when” predictions jointly modulated
the amplitude of the auditory-evoked response (Fig. 3A) in posterior STG, specifically over locations most sensitive to auditory
inputs (Fig. 3D). This suggests that sensory processing of stimuli
is modulated based on whether their contents and their timing
are predictable, extending previous finding showing synergistic
effects of temporal and spatial predictability on visually evoked
potentials (Doherty et al., 2005) and of temporal and contentbased predictability on auditory omission responses (SanMiguel
et al., 2013). Because both behavioral (Rohenkohl et al., 2014)
and early evoked neural responses (Doherty et al., 2005; SanMiguel et al., 2013) in unimodal visual and auditory paradigms
bring converging evidence for modulatory effects of temporal
predictability, it is unlikely that the lack of a main effect of temporal predictability on behavioral or early evoked responses in
our study were due to the cross-modal character of “what” predictability. Later responses (e.g., the N400), in contrast, may be
more susceptible to additive effects, as suggested by a study combining temporal and semantic predictions (Lau and Nguyen,
2015).
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Figure 5. DCM: results. A, Parameters of the optimized model, revealing dissociable effects of “what” and “when” expectation on intrinsic and extrinsic connectivity. Values displayed next to
connections indicate modulatory parameter; estimates are on a logarithmic scale, relative to baseline (e.g., the STG self-connection increase by 0.1325 under “what” predictability is equivalent to
the exponential of 0.1325 ⫽ 14.17% gain modulation for “what” predictable vs unpredictable stimuli). B, Parameter-specific simulations showing different effects of intrinsic (activity-dependent
and -independent gain modulation) and extrinsic (connections between regions) parameters on predicted evoked signal. Each panel represents the simulated effect of changes in a single parameter
estimate (connection strength; “d parameter”) on changes in source activity amplitude (“d amplitude”). Insets, Connection being modulated. Dashed vertical lines indicate peak latency per region.
These simulations show that different connections have specific influence on network activity and that two types of gain modulation (activity-dependent and -independent) have distinct effects
across the network. C, Model fits per participant and condition. Dotted lines indicate individual participants’ evoked responses.

“What” and “when” predictions also had dissociable effects:
whereas “what” predictability increased amplitudes of late (420 –
460 ms) evoked responses over PFC (inferior and middle frontal
gyri) only (Fig. 3B), “when” predictability modulated evoked activity over both motor regions and the middle frontal gyrus at
both earlier (⬃180 ms) and later (430 – 450 ms) latencies (Fig.

3C). These results suggest that predictability of different stimulus
features might exert their effect at different stages of processing.
While the different effect latencies for “what” and “when” predictability might to some extent be explained by differences in
our experimental manipulations (i.e., “when” predictability
could be established earlier in a trial, after the first couple of
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Table 3. DCM parametersa
Modulatory factor

Parameter name

Description

Posterior mean

Posterior variance

“What” predictability

N{1}(1,1)
B{1}(2,1)
B{1}(3,1)
B{1}(1,2)
B{1}(2,2)
B{1}(1,3)
B{1}(3,3)
B{2}(1,1)
B{2}(2,1)
B{2}(3,1)
B{2}(1,2)
B{2}(2,2)
B{2}(1,3)
B{2}(3,3)

Activity-dependent STG gain modulation
STG-⬎FC connection
STG-⬎PG connection
FC-⬎STG connection
Activity-independent FC gain modulation
PG-⬎STG connection
Activity-independent PG gain modulation
Activity-independent STG gain modulation
STG-⬎FC connection
STG-⬎PG connection
FC-⬎STG connection
Activity-independent FC gain modulation
PG-⬎STG connection
Activity-independent PG gain modulation

0.1325*
⫺0.2348*
0.1356*
⫺0.0484
0.1352
0.1494
⫺0.1412
0.0343*
⫺0.1270
⫺0.1906*
0.1848
0.0659
0.0358
0.2681*

0.0301
0.0665
0.0434
0.0517
0.0612
0.0702
0.0469
0.0105
0.0643
0.0558
0.0551
0.0489
0.0847
0.0446

“When” predictability

a

All parameters had a prior mean of 0 and prior log variance of 0.125.
*Posterior probability ⬎99.9%.

images, and in a deterministic fashion, whereas “what” predictability could only be established after the final face image and in a
probabilistic fashion), a similar pattern of results has also been
reported by Hsu et al. (2013), who used a probabilistic cued manipulation of temporal expectations and a deterministic manipulation of spectral acoustic expectations and found that “when”
predictability affects event-related potential amplitudes at earlier
latencies than “what” predictability. In other studies of (rhythmic) temporal expectations, “when” predictability has previously
been linked to motor cortical activity (Schubotz et al., 2000; Saleh
et al., 2010; Cravo et al., 2011; Coull et al., 2012; Morillon et al.,
2015), stressing the importance of anticipatory motor activity in
encoding temporal expectations. It is worth noting that, in our
study, even late activity (430 – 450 ms) in motor areas was not
explained by trial-by-trial RTs (Fig. 3 E, F ), and, on average, preceded the participants’ responses (Fig. 1B), suggesting that modulations in motor cortex might reflect inherent encoding of
predictions by motor cortex (Morillon et al., 2015) as opposed to
preparation and execution of responses (e.g., the P300 and the
lateralized readiness potential), which can also be modulated by
target onset probability (Müller-Gethmann et al., 2003; Los and
Heslenfeld, 2005; Hackley et al., 2007). “When” predictability
also modulated prefrontal activity ⬃330 ms after stimulus onset.
In our study, prefrontal activity (in the middle frontal gyrus) was
also modulated by content predictability (Fig. 3C), suggesting a
more general role in encoding high-level contextual expectation
(Dürschmid et al., 2016; Phillips et al., 2016) as opposed to a
specific involvement of the PFC in temporal predictability
(Triviño et al., 2010; Phillips et al., 2015).
These results also fit well with notions of distinct auditory
ventral and dorsal pathways (for reviews, see Recanzone and
Cohen, 2010; Arnott and Alain, 2011), whereby the anteroventral
pathway, including the ventral PFC, is prominently involved in
sound identity processing (“what”), whereas the posterodorsal
pathway likely mediates processing of other (e.g., spatial,
“where”) auditory attributes (Tian et al., 2001). Interestingly, the
latter study suggests that the segregation is not complete, as a
subset of neurons in CL (in the posterior STG) was highly selective for both content and space. Studies in monkeys have further
revealed that the dorsal stream is also more selective for temporal
(“when”) features of sounds (Camalier et al., 2012; Kusmierek
and Rauschecker, 2014), consistent with postulates of a dorsal
“when” pathway (e.g., Schubotz et al., 2003). Whether and how
the encoding of “where” and “when” in the dorsal pathway inter-

acts are still debated. Rauschecker and Scott (2009), for instance,
have proposed that the dorsal stream constitutes a pathway for
sensorimotor integration and control that subsumes “where,”
“how,” and “when” functions of auditory processing. In the same
context, our finding indicating modulations of the inferior FC to
“what” predictability is consistent with previous reports that the
ventrolateral PFC is the endpoint of the auditory ventral stream
(Rauschecker and Scott, 2009).
Beyond the cortical and latency differences observed in the
evoked responses to “what” and “when” predictions, our modeling results suggest that “what” and “when” predictions tap onto
qualitatively distinct gain modulating mechanisms operating
in different cortical regions (Fig. 5A): “what” predictability increased the gain in an activity-dependent manner in STG,
consistent with an involvement of NMDA-dependent sensory
short-term plasticity in associative learning. Thus, our modeling
results support the hypothesis that “what” predictions are mediated by voltage-dependent NMDA signaling (Xia et al., 2005),
leading to a local disinhibition (Letzkus et al., 2015) of principal
cells encoding the prediction errors of stimulus contents, when
the respective predictions are violated. In contrast, “when” predictability augmented the gain in an activity-independent manner in motor and sensory regions, consistent with classical
neuromodulatory (e.g., dopaminergic) effects (Narayanan et al.,
2012; compare Coull et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013). These findings, in line with previous studies (Doherty et al., 2005; SanMiguel et al., 2013; Rohenkohl et al., 2014), support the
hypothesis that temporal predictability has a marked modulatory
effect. Our modeling results suggest that rhythmic temporal predictability increases the sensorimotor gain, likely mediated by
voltage-independent mechanisms (Formenti et al., 1998; Gorelova et al., 2002) and thus unspecific to inputs received from
hierarchically higher regions. This is consistent with other models according to which motor and sensory regions entrain to the
rhythmic structure of the environment and dynamically adjust
the gain to any incoming stimuli expected within a given time
window (Lakatos et al., 2013; Morillon et al., 2015). If no “what”
prediction can be established, the gain effect induced by temporal
predictability will be nonselective, and as a result may not translate into a behavioral benefit. However, in the presence of “what”
predictions, this dynamic gain modulation will additionally
boost the responsiveness of neurons whose activity-dependent
gain has been amplified by “what” predictions, mediated by descending connections and short-term plasticity in sensory re-
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gions. Thus, given strong “what” predictions, the temporal gain
effect might be more readily observed at the behavioral level. Our
results may also explain the absence of effects of “what” or
“when” predictions in the prestimulus window, such as the contingent negative variation, occasionally measured using ECoG
(Hamano et al., 1997) and more typically observed in MEG/EEG
studies as a marker of stimulus prediction (e.g., Chennu et al.,
2013; Breska and Deouell, 2017): in our study, while gain modulation may have plausibly occurred already before target onset,
the prestimulus window was silent (lacking any stimulation);
thus, the effects of increased gain may best be revealed in the
response evoked to the target stimulus.
The effects of “what” and “when” predictability on connectivity between regions were also dissociable. Stimuli with unpredictable contents were linked to increased excitability in frontal
region to ascending drive from the STG, whereas stimuli with
unpredictable onsets were associated with increased excitability
in motor region to ascending inputs from the STG. These results
indicate that “what” prediction errors (Friston, 2005), likely signaled in the unpredictable condition, propagate primarily to prefrontal regions, whereas “when” prediction error signaling relies
on sensorimotor processing, likely involving indirect subcortical
or cortical connections linking auditory and motor cortices (Morillon et al., 2015). Content predictability also increased the
strength of connections from sensory to precentral regions, possibly facilitating transmission of information to downstream
areas (Engel et al., 2001).
While in our study both kinds of predictability were linked to
decreased RTs, increased amplitude of early evoked responses,
and plausibly explained as mediated by different kinds of synaptic
gain control, previous studies suggest that similar facilitating effects of predictability might be mediated by attention (Lakatos et
al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2013). In our paradigm, for instance,
“when” predictability can result in more efficient temporal orienting to specific intervals. However, it has been recently shown
that the effects of predictability itself can be modulated by topdown attention to specific features (e.g., temporal information)
that are relevant in a given context (Auksztulewicz et al., 2017).
Although in the current paradigm we did not explicitly manipulate top-down attention, it has been previously shown that attention can be linked to sensory gain modulation (Hillyard et al.,
1998; Gould et al., 2011; Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2015). In the
study of Auksztulewicz and Friston (2015), for instance, attention was defined as task relevance and manipulated orthogonally
to predictability defined as the difference between repeated and
novel stimuli. In contrast, the key comparison in our study was
between predictable (75% “standards”) and unpredictable syllables for which no content-based expectation could be formed.
Thus, our experimental manipulation (“predictable” vs “unpredictable”) was of contextual (second-order) predictions, likely
mediated by gain control modulation (Summerfield and de
Lange, 2014; Kanai et al., 2015; Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2016),
as opposed to first-order predictions (“predicted” vs “unpredicted”) about a particular stimulus, previously linked to descending connections (Murray et al., 2002; Sanders et al., 2014;
Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2015). Although available electrode
coverage precluded direct recordings from primary auditory cortex, the presence of modulatory effects in the STG at early latencies (165 ms), in combination with the modeling results
indicating that predictability modulate excitability in STG, raise
the possibility that contextual expectation, as opposed to attention, modulates the gain at higher levels of auditory processing
(Auksztulewicz and Friston, 2016).
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Together, our electrophysiological and modeling results suggest that the predictability of different stimulus attributes modulates neural gain at different levels of the processing hierarchy
(i.e., sensory vs motor and through activity-dependent vs
activity-independent gain control). This factorization of “what”
and “when” processing might endow the system with flexibility to
combine and segregate the effects of different kinds of predictability in the dynamic modulation of sensory processing, such
that independent sources of information can be weighted by their
reliability, thereby optimizing processing.
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